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Description

Specifications

Instructions
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Ultraviolet gemicidal lamp with ABS body and
quartz tube.

The fitting has a 99.99% disinfection rate utilising
UVC and also releases Ozone (O3) which assists in
the disinfection of hard to reach areas. It can be
used in different rooms.

The Virustron 4 is operated with a remote control,
as humans and animals cannot be in the room
while the fitting is operational. It includes 3 time
settings 15, 30 and 60 mins.

The Virustron is CE certified.

1. Plug in the unit.
2. Ensure the inline switch is switched on as per the

image below.

3. Ensure the remote battery is installed correctly.
4. Press the remote button on/off once only to switch on the fitting.
5. Press the treatment duration button on the remote only once,

15 min. or 30min. or 60min.
6. The UV lamp will turn on after 15 - 20 seconds allowing you time to evacuate the room.

Once the sterilization duration is complete, the unit will switch off automatically.

Please note: As an additional safety feature the Virustron 3 has a microwave sensor installed
which will automatically switch off the lamp should movement be detected.

During testing or demonstration it is normal for the lamp to turn off and on until no movement is
detected.

Type + Code

Material

Illumination

Wattage and Voltage

Frequency

Coverage Area

Dimensions

Control Method

Virustron 4 5002.02

ABS

Quartz Tube

38W / 230V

50Hz

40m2

W.180 x D.110 x H.410

Remote Control

UVC Quartz
Tube

UVC and Ozone (O3)

Ensure this side is down It is recommended that you
ventilate the room for at
least 40min after disinfection.

15min 30min

60min
On/Off

Each remote will only work
with the fitting it is supplied
with.


